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Sand. Wind. Water. These are all the key elements 
that have sculpted the American Southwest into 
one of the most spectacular landscapes to photo-
graph on the planet. The colors, textures and amaz-
ing geology attract landscape photographers from 
around the world. Initially, I was a little reluctant 
to photograph the Southwest because there are 
so many locations that just have to be explored. 
It’s kind of hard to decide where to begin.  But all 
great journeys have to start somewhere don’t they? 

I’ll never forget walking up to the south rim of the 
Grand Canyon for the first time. No matter how 
many thousands of photographs you might have 
seen, there is nothing that can quite prepare you 
for the experience that is so visually overwhelming. 
It’s not only the colors, textures and formations. I 
think the scale of it all is the most difficult thing to 
process with a mile deep canyon that’s twenty miles 
wide and stretches out as far as the eye can see. 
And then you begin to think about how much time 
has passed to create the scene in millions or bil-
lions of years in geologic time and you’re truly left 
without words. So it’s this element of time that’s so 
very evident in the Southwest landscape that drew 
me in and keeps me coming back year after year. 

The second big element to photograph just has to 
be the colors, textures and shapes. To say that the 
Southwest landscape is surreal and other worldly is 
quite the understatement. These graphic elements 
are a dream to photograph and so very different 

than what I see around my home in Tennessee, a 
fairly green landscape with lots of rolling hills. The 
reds, orange, pink and purple hues of the sand-
stone are simply stunning. Combine those colors 
with the curves, lines, and contrasting textures of 
sand and stone and you have an endless choice of 
subjects. Whether it’s the slot canyons or the fasci-
nating formations like the Wave and White Pock-
et, the shapes you see really are hard to believe. 

The final element that draws me back to the South-
west would have to be the sheer adventure of it all. 
The region is a very wild and rugged wilderness 
area and it doesn’t take long to access some really re-
mote areas. I think the challenge of hiking and pho-
tographing in such a harsh and unforgiving place is 
part of the attraction for me. I like having to pre-
pare both mentally and physically for a demanding 
experience in the wilderness. And although there 
is much to photograph from the side of the road, 
what I really enjoy is time spent in remote areas 
that usually require preparation on several fronts. 

It would be very easy to travel around the South-
west from one location to another and simply 
photograph the iconic grand scenics. Photo-
graphing in this way is mostly about the location 
and showing the location in a dramatic or aes-
thetically pleasing way. But photographing for fo-
lios or other types of projects forces you to think 
about elements that tie images together and about 
the reasons why you photograph certain sub-

jects. Although I enjoy photographing the iconic 
grand landscapes very much, I always gravitate 
toward images that express this tension between 
the real and the unreal with some type of abstract 
concept behind the image or group of images. 

So in this folio I think you’ll find some iconic lo-
cations but I also hope that you’ll feel the passing 
of time, amazing colors and texture, and the sense 
of adventure within each of the images. I also hope 
that you’ll feel the same sense of awe and wonder 
and ask yourself whether such places really exist. 
And ultimately I hope that the folio will inspire 
you to travel to a place of your dreams and explore 
the amazing beauty that awaits in the landscape. 

Create. Inspire. Connect.
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